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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [S], Kac and Kazhdan gave the following conjecture on the character 
formula of the irreducible quotient L( -p) of the Verma module M( -p) 
over a symmetrizable Kac-Moody Lie algebra G: 
chL(-p)=e-” fl (1 -c’)-~~~‘~. 
3td 
(cc zl+O 
The purpose of this paper is to give a proof for the conjecture when G is 
a Euclidean Lie algebra. In addition, we were also able to determine the 
Jantzen filtration of M( -p) in this case. 
If G is a Euclidean Lie algebra, the above conjecture can be rewritten as 
chM(-p)= -$ mk ch U -P - ki), 
k=O 
where [ is the smallest positive imaginary root of G and C,“= o mkeckg = 
no=, (1 -,-kc)-dim%, Let I- be the Lie subalgebra of G generated by 
the set of negative imaginary root vectors of G and let U(Z- ) be its univer- 
sal enveloping algebra. It is easy to see that mk = dim U(ZZ)ki for all k. 
This leads us to believe that the submodule structure of M( -p) is 
isomorphic to the ideal structure of U(Z~-). Indeed, we show in a systematic 
way that each negative imaginary root vector gives rise to a highest weight 
vector of an embedding of M( -p) and these highest weight vectors behave 
in many ways exactly like the corresponding imaginary root vectors. This 
leads us to the result that [M( -p): L( -p -kc)] 2 mk for all k, where 
[M(-p): L(-p--l)] is the multiplicity of L(-p-kc) in M(--p). 
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The reverse inequality is proved using the Jantzen filtration of M( -p). 
It turns out that the Jantzen filtration of M( -p) can be characterized by 
divisibility by h,+p(h,). Since it is not hard to see that any linear com- 
bination of “monomials” in real root vectors of G fails to have such 
divisibility, the above characterization enables us to compute an upper 
bound for dim L( -p - q) Vq. This leads to the conclusion. 
For the general case, we also present a preliminary result concerning 
embeddings of M( -p). Using this result, it can be shown that the conjec- 
ture fails in general. What goes wrong seems to be that the set of negative 
isotropic roots of G is not closed under addition in general. We have stated 
a new conjecture at the end. 
2. A TECHNICAL LEMMA ON VERMA MODULES 
Let G be a Kac-Moody Lie algebra over a field 4 of characteristic zero. 
We fix a Catan subalgebra H of G. Let {c(, . . . . cr,,} be a simple root system 
of G (relative to H) and let e, , . . . . e,, h, , . . . . h,,f, , . . . . f, be the corre- 
sponding canonical generators. Denote by I- the free abelian semigroup 
generated by { cx,, . . . . a,}. Let d c r be the set of positive roots of G. For 
1, p E H*, we write ;13 p if 1, -p E f. 
Let N, (resp. N- ) be the sum of positive (resp. negative) root spaces of 
G. As usual, G = N, 0 H 0 N-- is a direct sum of subalgebras. For a Lie 
algebra B, let U(B) be the universal enveloping algebra of B and denote by 
U(B)’ its augmentation ideal. For 1 E H*, let Mob) be the Verma module 
of G with highest weight 1”. Note that M(E.) satisfies the following proper- 
ties (cf. [3, 51): 
(a) M(A)= 0 ‘1 E r M(i),- ~ is a direct sum of weight spaces and 
dim M(i),-,< co for all VEX. 
(b) There is a linear isomorphism between M(I) and U(N ). In fact, 
M(i) is a rank one free U(N- )-module. 
(c) M(I”) has a unique maximal submodule N(i). The corresponding 
irreducible quotient will be denoted by L(1). 
Let o be the involutional antiautomorphism of U(G) satisfying o(e,) =L., 
i = 1, 2, . . . . n, and ff 1 H = id. For each il E H*, there is a bilinear form A ;, on 
M(A) satisfying the following poperties (cf. [S, 81): 
(A,) A j. is symmetric. 
(AZ) Aj.(M(i),-,, M(i),-,)=0 if /L#V, /L, VET. 
(A3) A;.(xp,, zui) = A,(yUj.t G(X) ZUj.), X, Y, z E U(G), where uj. is a 
highest weight vector of M(i). 
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(A4) N(A) is the radical of the form A,. The induced nondegenerate 
form on L(%) will be denoted by A j. 
Following [2], let 0 be the category of G-modules M satisfying the 
following conditions: 
6) M= OpEH* M,, is a direct sum of weight spaces and dim M,, < m 
for all p E H*. 
(ii) There exist finitely many elements j”,, . . . . ik E H* such that 
M, = (0) for any p outside the union LI(L,) u ... u D(Ak). Here 
D(A;)= {i,-~?Iqd-}, i= 1,2, . . . . k. 
Clearly each M(i) is in 8 and any irreducible module in 0 is isomorphic 
to L(A) for a unique ,I E H*. A module ME 0 is called U(N- )-torsionfree 
if xu = 0 implies x = 0 or u = 0 for all x E U( NP ), u E M. Note that each 
M(I) is U(N-)-torsionfree by property (b). 
One advantage of working with modules in 0 is the existence of the local 
composition series introduced in [2]. For ME 0, 2~ H*, denote by 
[M: L(E.)] the multiplicity of L(L) in M; i.e., [M: L(I)] is the number of 
irreducible factors isomorphic to L(L) appearing in a local composition 
series of M at 2. 
For each cx~d, let {fi, . . ..j”.} be a basis of G-, (the root space of -a) 
where n,=dimG,. For cc,/?~A and i<n,,j<ng, put 
LEMMA 2.1. Let ME 6’ be U( N )-torsionfree. Let p E H* be a weight 
of M. 
(a) For each c1 E A, id n,, let XL+ 3 E M,,+.. Suppose the following 
condition is satisfied: 
% + ,, 
= - C Nti,‘ilkX:+.+B for all a, fi, i, j. (*I 
k=l 
Then, for any submodule N of M such that {XL + 1 ( o! E A, i < n,} c N and 
[N: L(p)] = 0, there exists an element x E N, such that ~(j” f) x = XL+, for 
all ci, i. 
(b) [K: L(p)] #O iff Hom,(M(p), K) # (0) for all submodules K 
of M. 
Proof. Arguing as in [2], we fix A,, . . . . lke H* such. that each weight p 
of M is contained in a unique D(ii). Define d(p) =CJ!=, aj if 
48 1; I24/2-7 
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p = ,X-c;= i ajuj. We shall prove the theorem by an induction on d(p). 
Note that both (a) and (b) are trivial when d(p) = 0 (or d(p) 6 d(v) for all 
weights v of M). 
So let p be a weight of M. By induction, we may assume that both (a) 
and (b) hold for all weights 1 of M such that d(2) <d(p). To prove (a), let 
X:,+.EKl+. (a~d,i<n,) and NcM be as assumed in (a). Let 
{O}=N,cN,c- c N, = N be a local composition series of N at p. Let 
J be the smallest integer satisfying XL + I E N, for all a, i. If s = 0, there is 
nothing to show. So let s > 0. Clearly N,/N, _, E L(A) for some I E H* such 
that d(1) <d(p). By the induction hypothesis on (b), we have 
Horn&M(L), N) # (0). N ow M is U(N- )-torsionfree + N is U( N- )- 
tosionfree =- M(i) can be embedded in N * [M(n): L(u)] = 0 since we 
assume [N: L(p)] = 0. 
We proceed to show that there exists an element y E (N,), satisfying 
Xi Ir+r - a(~“:) YE N,+, for all a, i. Note that this proves (a) since, if y has 
been found, the elements XL + a - a(f;) y (a E A, id n,) still satisfy condition 
(* ) and the desired element x can be found by an easy induction on s. 
Fix a G-module isomorphism g: L(2) + N,/N,- i. Pushing forward the 
form Ai on L(A), one obtains a nondegenerate form g(A;) on N,/N,-, 
which satisfies 
g(A;)(u+Ns-1, u+N,-1) 
=A;(g-‘(u+N,~,),g~‘(o+N,~,)) for all u, v E N,. 
Let F be the free associative algebra on the set {ff, 1 a E A, id n,}. It is well 
known that U(N- ) z F/J where J is the two sided ideal of F generated by 
the elements f~fi,-f$f~--C~2{ N2,jbkft+p (cq BE A, i,<nm,j<np). Thus 
we can view each coset u + J, u E F, as an element in U( N- ). Moreover, by 
identifying M(I1) with U(N-), we can further view u + J as an element in 
M(1). In doing so, we denote by (v + J)’ its image in L(2). Using the 
freeness of F, we define a linear function 6 on F as 
d(l)=0 and S(f2, f ;, . . .f ;k) 
=g(A;)(g((f$2,...f~~+J)‘),~~+~,+N~~~) 
for all monomials (free products of basis elements) f 2, f F2 . .f ik E F. Note 
that, by property (A2) of the form A,, 6 vanishes on any monomial 
f 2, f j&. . .f jk such that c,“=, jIj # 1” - p. 
We continue to show that 6(J) =O; i.e., 6 induces a linear function on 
U(N-). Without loss of generality, let XYZE J be a typical element where 
X=f2, . ..f& Z=f-rj, .‘.f$ and Y=fhf$-f’,fh-x22/1 N;,jbkft,,, 
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(X = 1 if p = 0 by convention). Clearly S(XYZ) = 0 if X # 1 by the defmi- 
tion of 6. On the other hand, 6( YZ) = 0 can be verified using Condition 
(* ). By linearity, 6(J) = 0. For convenience, the induced function on 
U(N-) will still be denoted by 6. 
Now, viewing 6 as a linear function on M(A), we show 6(N(I)) = 0. Let 
(0) =N(i),cN(A), c . . . c N(A), = N(A) be a local composition series of 
N(i) at p. Let A = {i\N(A)i/N(n)i-, is irreducible}. For each i E A, pick 
UPEND such that v, + N(A)i-, is a highest weight vector of N(n),/ 
N(A);_ 1. Then, for any element VEN(I.),, there exist U,E U(N-), iEA, 
such that v = C,. A uivi. Since [M(n): L(p)] =0 by an earlier argument, 
either ui = 0 or u, E U(N- )‘. Using the definition of 6, it is easy to see that 
6(u) = 0. This shows that 6(N(i,)) = 0. We denote by 6’ the induced function 
on L(A). 
By the nondegeneracy of the form g(A>.), one can find an element y E N, 
satisfying h’(g-‘(v+N,-~ ,))=g(AJ)(u+N,~~,,y+N,~,) for all VEN,. In 
particular, for each o! E d, id n,, we have 
Og-‘(fjv+N, -J)=&Mf:v+N,- ,>Y+%,) 
=g(AJ)(v+N,.-,,xl+.+N,-,). 
This implies that ~(fh)y+N,~-,=x:+~+N~~,; i.e., xi+.-a(fh)~~ 
N,-, for all a E A, i 6 n,. As we pointed out earlier, this proves (a). 
To prove (b), let K be a submodule of M with [K: L(p)] #O. We shall 
construct an element VE K,, such that N, u = 0. By taking the first 
irreducible factor z L(p) of a local composition series of K at p, we may 
assume that P/Q g L(p) is an irreducible subquotient of K with 
[Q: L(p)] =O. Let V’E P,-Q,. For each ME A, i<n,, put ~i,+~=c(ft) u’. 
Then xi ~ + 1 E Q for all c(, i and condition ( * ) in (a) is naturally satisfied 
since P is a G-module. Now since (a) holds for p, we can find x E Q, such 
that a(f;) x = xi, + oL for all 51, i. This implies that N, (v’ - x) = 0. Since 
v’ -x E P - Q, v’ -x # 0, and hence Horn&M(p), K) # {O}. Since the other 
implication is always true, (b) holds and the proof of the lemma is 
complete. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let I, p E H*. Then [M(l.): L(p)] # 0 iff Hom,(M(p), 
M(A)) # IO>. 
Proof: Clear from Lemma 2.1 
Remark 2.3. Corollary 2.2 was earlier obtained by Dr. Neidhardt 
(Algebras Groups Geom. 1 (1984), 1277136) using different methods. 
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3. EUCLIDEAN LIE ALGEBRAS 
Following [S], let G = G’(k’ be the Euclidean Lie algebra associated with 
a pair (G’, k), where G’ is a finite dimensional complex simple Lie algebra 
and k (k = 1,2, 3) is the order of the automorphism v induced by an 
automorphism of the Dynkin diagram of G’. Fix a Cartan subalgebra H’ 
of G’. Let { cr;, . . . . a:} be a simple root system of G’ relative to H’ and let 
e; , . . . . e:, h;, . . . . h:,j’, , . . . . f: be the corresponding canonical generators. 
Denote by A’ the set of positive roots of G’. For convenience, v will also 
denote the induced automorphism of A’. 
Let G’= @iGi,,dk be the Z/kZ-gradation of G’. Then G, is a simple 
Lie algebra whose Dynkin diagram can be obtained from the Dynkin 
diagram of G by removing the extreme left node (cf. Tables I-III). Let 
Ho = H’ n G,. Then H, is a Cartan subalgebra of GO. Let {a,, . . . . a,) be a 
simple root system of G, (ordered from left to right according to its 
TABLE I 
G = fyk’ Dynkin diagram G’ dhd 
Ab')(n>2) 
A"' 1 
C;“(n 2 2) 
E”’ 
7 
Eb" 
D’2’ 
?I+, n+l 
Et” 
7 18 
E:" 30 
n+l 
2 
2n-1 
2n-2 
4 
9 
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A’21 2.mI(n>3) r%....-dfi B”’ n 2n 
2 2 
D’2! (n>2) --...p n 1 C’” 2n 1 1 1 1 1 n 
El21 0 , 0 6 1 2 3‘ 2 1 F’” 4 12 
Dynkin diagram obtained as above) relative to H, and let e,, . . . . e,, 
h, , . . . . h,, fl, ..., f,, be the corresponding canonical generators. For in Z 
such that i # 0 (mod k) if k # 1, the G,-modules G, are all irreducible with 
highest weight 0 = c,“= r ujc(r, where uj is the numerical label of the jth node 
in Table k. We choose a lowest weight vector f. of the G,-module G, and 
a highest weight vector e, of the G,-module G ~ l in such a way that, if we 
define ho = [e,, fn], [A,, e,] = 2e, and [A,, fo] = -2fo. 
Now let a, be the simple root of G corresponding to the extreme left 
node of the Dynkin diagram of G. By naturally embedding G, in G, we can 
view {q, r,, . . . . cr,,} as a simple root system of G and, by suitably chaosing 
root vectors e,, f. of the roots Q, and -Q, e,, . . . . e,, h,, . . . . h,, fO, . . . . f, 
form the corresponding canonical generators of G where h, = [e,, fO]. Let 
H be the Cartan subalgebra of G spanned by h,, h,, . . . . h,. 
We fix an invariant form B of G. Let ( , ) be the form on H* induced 
from BI,,,. For convenience, we make the assumption that (0,0) = 4 in 
the case of ,4:2,’ and (0, 0) = 2 in all other cases. Let B’ be the invariant 
form of G’ satisfying B’ 1 Go x G0 = B 1 G0 x G0 and let ( , )’ be the induced form 
on (H’)*. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. k(8’, 0’)’ = 2 where 0’ is the highest root of G’ 
Proof By a direct verification. 
For each iE Z, let A, be the set of positive weights of the G,-module G,. 
Let Hi = H’ n G, be the zero weight space. We fix a subset C’ of A’ with 
the property that C’ contains exactly one root out of each v-orbit of A’. 
TABLE III 
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For each ~L’EC’, put GI = ~‘1~~ and put 2 = {a 1 U’ EC’}. Also, for each 
a’ E C’, we fix a nonzero root vector eorS of the root a’ and put 
ei=Cfzl w Piivi(e,,), FEZ, where w is a primitive kth root of unity. We 
make the following observations: 
(a) B’(G), V(Y)) = B’(x, Y) for all x, LEG’. In particular, 
B’(H,, H,)=O whenever i+j#O (modk). Also, v”(a’)(h).v”(a’)(h’)= 
cc’(h) cc’(K) for all C~‘E A’, s, t E Z, and h E H,, h’ E H ,. 
(b) [h,eL]=a’(h)eF’for all i,tEZ,hEH,. 
(c) Let 52’ be a v-orbit of A’ and let Q’ n C’ = {a’}. 
(i) If / Q’ 1 = k, c1 E Ai for all i E Z and e: is a (nonzero) weight 
vector of weight c1 in G,. 
(ii) If Q’= {a’}, a~ A, for a unique i mod k and e& is a 
(nonzero) weight vector of weight a in Gj (eh = 0 for all j# i (mod k)). 
In particular, a’(h) = 0 for all h E H, where t # 0 (mod k). 
(d) uF:d Ai= C (as subsets of H,*) and each weight space of Gi is 
one dimensional for all i. Henceforth, we shall identify each A, as a subset 
of c. 
Let p E H* be the function satisfying p(h,) = 1 for all i. 
LEMMA 3.2. (a) xi=\ Cltd, a(h) a(h’) = kB’(h, h’)(p, 0 for all 
h, h’ E H,. 
(b) LA, a’(h) a’(h’) = B’(h, h’)(p, [) for all m, t E Z such that 
t # 0 (mod k) and h E H,, h’ E HP,. In particular, c”,<\ Cortd, a’(h) a’(h’) = 
kB’(h, h’)(p, <) also holds for this case. 
Proof: (a) First suppose B’(h, h’) = 0. Then 
k-l 
=k c a(h) a(h’) + c a(h) a(h’) 
aeA()n.. nA&, ?~A,,L,. uAk_, 
“(I’) = 0’ 
k-l 
zz 
c c v”(a)(h). v”(aW) 
aed,,“. nAk-, m=O 
+ c a(h) a(h’) 
rednu.. uAk-1 
v(a’)=a’ 
= c a’(h) a’(h’) = i trace((ad,,h)(ad,,h’)) = 0 
@‘Ed’ 
in this case. 
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Next we assume k = 1 and prove (a) using the basis {hi, . . . . h,} and 
its dual basis {hi+, .. . . A,*}; i.e., we prove Ca,EdS cc’(h,) a’(/~,*) = 6&p, h,) 
(d’=d, for all i~2 and CI’=CI for all @‘ELI in this case) for all i,j. Note 
that the general case follows from this by linearity and the case i#j has 
already been established. For a fixed i, using the fact cr’(h,) E { 0, 1 } VGI’ E 
A’- {O}, we have 
Z’EA ,=I 
=8(/z,*)-’ c a’(h*) a’(h,) 
@‘Ed’ 
= 
{ 
e(h*)-’ 1 a’(iq) 
I 
+ (e, e) 
#‘Ed 
a’(h,1) = 1 
a’(hn) = 1 
since [ = 8 + q, and 4 C,, E A, a? = p / H0 in this case. 
For k # 1, using 3.1 and the result of the previous case, it is not hard to 
check that 
k- I 
c 1 a(h) @(h’) = c a’(h) a’(K) = kB’(h, h’)(p’, c’)‘, 
m=O atd, X'EA 
where [’ is the smallest positive imaginary root of G’(i) and p’ is the corres- 
ponding “rho” function. The result follows by an observation that 
(p’, i’)’ = (p, i) (cf. Tables I-III). 
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(b) Since t # 0 (mod k) in this case, by an earlier observation, we 
have 
k-l 
c c a’(h) d(h’) =k c cc’(h) a’(h’). 
m=O atd, IEd, 
On the other hand, we have seen that 
The result is clear. This completes the proof of of the lemma. 
Our next goal is to state the structure theorem of G and obtain a useful 
decomposition for the universal enveloping algebra of G. 
THEOREM 3.3 [6]. G=G lCk’ is isomorphic to the central extension of 
@ iEz t’@ G, by the one dimensional center spanned by the element z defined 
explicitly as [t’@g, + C,Z, t’@g,+ C,Z] = t’+‘@ [g,, gj] + 2, _,B’(g,, gj) Z, 
where i, j E Z, g, E Gi, and gj E G,. Moreover, the isomorphism can be chosen 
as 
e0 + t O.f0 e, + 1 @e, i= 1, . . . . n 
fo --+ t-‘@e. j; -+ 1 of, i=l n , . . . . 
ho+ -1@h,+2(8,d)p’z hi+ 1 Oh, i= 1 , . . . . n. 
Remark 3.4. According to the above theorem, the central element z can 
be identified with hi = $(0, 8)(h, + hH). Note that [ = C:=, aicli = a0 + 6 and 
hi=Cy=,a:‘h,, where a: is the numerical label of the ith node of the 
Dynkin diagram for the dual Lie algebra G” of G. 
For each SEZ, put e,,,T=t”@e”,,e. I,s=a(tPS@ei) for c(EA~, and 
e,(h) = tS @ h for h E H,V. Let G, (resp. GP) be the subalgebra of G 
generated by the element e,,, (resp. e -.,,), SEZ, UE A,. Also let I be the 
(abelian) subalgebra of G spanned by the elements z and e,(h), SEZ, 
h E H,. Clearly G = G + @I@ G_ is a direct sum of subalgebras. Thus 
U(G) = U(G+ ) U(I) U(G ) and we obtain the decomposition U(G) = 
U(Z)@(G+ U(G)+ U(G)G-). Denote by p the projection of U(G) onto 
U(Z) parallel to the second summand of the above sum. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. (a)p(U(G),)=O ifq$Z;= {m,(mEZ}. 
(b) PI eTtz uCG,,C is an algebra homomorphism onto U(Z). 
(c) Let x,, . . . . x, E U(G). Zf {p(x,), . . . . p(x,)) is linearly independent, 
so is {x,, . . . . x,}. 
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Proof: (a) and (c) are clear. (b) follows from the facts that 
[Z,G+]EG+ and [1,G~ ]‘_G . 
Let r, be the subsemigroup of r generated by {m,, . . . . a,,). 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let r E r,, s E Z, . Then 
U(N+L+,cz U(N+NZnN+)+ i U(N+)e, 
,=I 
Proof. Clearly N, =(N+ nGp)@(N+ nZ)@(N+ nG+) is a direct 
sum of subalgebras. This implies that U( N + ) = U( N + n G ~ ) U( N + n I) 
U(+ nG+) = U(N+ nG_) 0 U(N+ nGc~) U(N+ nZ)’ @ U(N+ nG ) 
U(N+nZ)U(N+nG+)‘. For c(ET~,.sEZ+, it is easy to see that 
U(N+ n G )I+si c U(Gm),+.si = {O}. The result follows since 
U(N+ nG+)“cU(N+)(ZnN+)+~~.‘=, U(N+)e,. 
4. EMBEDDINGS OF M(-p) 
The following proposition is a special case of the theorem of Kac and 
Kazhdan [ 51: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let r/~f. Then [M(-p): L(-p-q)]#Oiff ~EZC. 
Proof Apply the facts that (a, x) = 0 iff r E Zc and (i, a) = 0 Va E A to 
Kac and Kazhdan’s results in [S]. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let VE M( -p)-,,-,< ,for some SE N. Zf e,u = 
e,(h) v = 0 for all i = 1, . . . . n, t E N and h E H,, then N, v = 0. 
Proof LetA={qEf-{O}I thereexistsx~U(N+),suchthatxv#O}. 
It suffices to show A is empty. Suppose not. Pick a maximal element q. E A. 
This means that there exists x E U(N+ )qo such that xv # 0 and N, xv = 0. 
In particular, [M( -p): L( -p -SC + qo)] # 0. By 4.1, q,, = ti for some 
tEN. Now, using 3.6, x~li(N+)(lnN+)+C:=, U(N+)e,dxu=O, a 
contradiction. So A is empty and hence N, v = 0. 
To state our main result, we need to fix the structure constants of G as 
follows: 
ForcrEA,,pEA,,pute?+8,,+,=e,,,+, if CY + p = y (as functions on H,) for 
some y E A, +, and e, + 8,.s + f = 0 otherwise. Also, put e,, 8,s +, + r = ey,s+, +, 
or 0 according as c( + fl= y (as functions on Ho) for some y E A,s+, + r or not. 
Note that, if hEH, and r#O(modk), Ce,(h),e,+B,~++l=~‘(h)e,+Ir..s+r+r 
#(~‘+B’)(h)e,+~~,.s+r+r in general. Now put [e, ,.s, elc,,] = W;,he,+B, J + ,, 
where IV; $E C. Note that W; > = -N$,‘,. Likewise, we put N:ip. 5 = 
- N ‘: .’ n. a ,j = NC: b if c( - b = y. More generally, N:!~ ,j ~ ;,, h etc., can be defined 
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in the same manner. For convenience, we put N:‘,=O whenever 
a+P#A,+,. For the sake of convenience, let us identify M( -p) with 
U(N-) by a linear isomorphism. 
THEOREM 4.3. Fix m E N, hE H_,. For each nonnegative integer 
s<m-l and each EEA,+,, there exists a unique element x~,.~,~E 
M( - p) up _ rr ~ Si (depending on m and h) satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) vt 2 0, eg,,x-, e-S 
-N;;,,:;p+s-r~-z+8, ms+, if t<s,p<a, and (c(--B)EA,,-.,+, 
= a’(h) 
r 
if b=cc and t=s 
0 otherwise. 
Here x_ a+P, --s+l is defined in the same manner as ePa+@, PI+,. 
(b) Vt 2 0, e,(h’) x-,, -., 
-a’@‘) x-z, -s+, forall t<s,h’EH,, and EEA m-s+* = 
i 0 otherwise. 
Furthermore, if~,,dh)=eAh)+E:,“=~ CaEdm-re,~,+,x-,,~,, N+X,(h) 
= 0. 
Upon assuming the existence of x-,, us for all a, s, the reader may 
already see that N, X,,,(h) = 0 follows rather trivially from conditions (a), 
(b), and 3.2, 4.2. In fact, the defining conditions for x_,, --s were motivated 
by requiring that eiX,(h) = e,(h’) X,(h) = 0 for all i= 1, . . . . n and all t, h’. 
The only tricky part was the special form taken by the element X,(h). 
However, the proof of the existence part relies on Lemma 2.1 and involves 
some necessary lengthy computation. We first prove a simplified version of 
Lemma 2.1 as follows: 
LEMMA 4.4. Let ,a = - p - q - r[, where q E r, (g # 0), r E 2,. For each 
nonnegative integer s and each M E A, (resp. h E H,), let y,, E M( -P)~+ a + Sl 
(resp.y,(h)EM(-~),+~~ ) satisfying the following conditions: 
(9 h YP,~ - eB.t Ya,$ 
i 
N;,lp Y, + 0,s + t forallcl,fi,s, tsuchthatcr+fiEA,+, = 
0 otherwise 
(b) e,(h) Y,, - elr,$ y,(h) 
= 
i 
Qh)~,s+r for all 01, h, s, t such that ~1 E A, + I 
0 otherwise 
(~1 e,(h) y,(h’) = e,(h’) y,(h) for all s, t, h, h’. 
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Then there exists a unique element y E M( -p), such that ear,S y = y,,, for 
all (x, s and e,(h) y = y,(h) for all t, h. 
ProoJ: By 4.1, [M( -p): L(p)] = 0. Thus our proof simply follows the 
line of the argument in Lemma 2.1. The key part of the proof is to define 
the linear function 6 on the free associative algebra F on the set of negative 
root vectors of G. 
Retaining all the notations used there, we define 6 for our case here as 
follows: 
Let u E F be an arbitrary “monomial.” Define 
(i) 6(e~.,~,U)=g(A’)(g((u+J)‘), y,,,+N,-,) for all a, r. 
(ii) 6(e-,(h) u)=g(A’)(g((u+J)‘), y,(h)+N,-,) for all h, t. 
(iii) 6(l) = 6(eB, _ , I,...ep,,-.t,)=O for all mEN, tieN, fl;~A,,, 
i=l m. 1 ..., 
(iv) Inductively, 6(eB,, PI, ..‘eBm, -1,eP8,Pr~)= G(Nj;,m:p* eB,, --, . . . 
eg,-,,-,,-,ep,-p, --t,-tu)+d(eB,, ~t,...e~,-,,~,m.,e-8,~re~m,~,mu) for all 
mEN, tiEN, lJi~Ap,,, tEZ+, and /IE A, (the first term is zero if 
Sm-P4A-~r,+,J and ~(eP,,-r,...ePm,-,m e-,(h)u)=6(-Uh) eSl,-t,..’ 
eg, ..,. ~r,_,eg,,-r,~,u)+;S(eg,,-r,...eg,_,,~t,~, e-,(h) esm,-t, U) for all 
mEN, t,EN, flit A_, (the first term is zero if flm$A-(f,+Ij). 
One can check that everything else goes through more or less 
unchanged. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. We first prove the existence of x-,, us by an 
induction on 1 CI + s[ 1. The case when 1 c( + SC 1 = 1 follows from the fact that 
p(h,) # 0 for all i = 1, . . . . n. In general, let s d m - 1, CY. E A,,, --s and assume 
the existence of x-B,P, for all t<s, BEA,+, such that \~+t~I<Icc+dI. 
Consider the elements ys,,= -N;i,~nti~-~x~.+~, ++[ (y,,,=d(h)), 
tEZ+, BcAt, and y,(h’)= -cr’(h’)x-.,_,+l, tEZ+, h’EH,. By 
Lemma 4.4, it suffices to verify the following conditions: 
6) ey,r(-N;i,~mp+S-rx-I+p,~S+I)--eg,t(-N:;,_m:S-rx-~+y,--s+r) = 
N~,tg(-NN’8=f;,arng+sy’-‘~-~+~+~,-~+,+~) for all t, rEZ+, PEA,, YEA,. 
(ii) ey,s-r(-N;;,,m~s~‘~~a+B, -,+,) - ea,,(-N”,_~,~“f’x-B,-r) = 
N”,:‘,&cl’(h) for all tEZ+, BEA, such that ~L-/?=YEA,-~. 
(iii) e,(h’)(-N’~-“+“-‘x_.+8,-s+,) - ep,,(--cl’(h’)x-, -,+,) = ha-8 
-P’(h’)N’,~‘-Bm+S-‘-‘x~.+B,~s+r+, for all r, tEZ+, /BEAM, ~“EH,. 
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(iv) -e,,(-cc’(h’)x-.,P,)=cc’(h’)a’(h) for all tEZ+, CIEA~, 
h’E H,p,. 
(v) e,(h’)( -d(h”) x- .,p.y+,) =e,(h”)(-d(h’) x-,, pS+T) for all r, 
tEZ+, ‘h’ E H,, h” E H,. 
(i) is an easy consequence of Jacobi identities while (iv), (v) are evident. 
Using the induction hypothesis, (ii) is equivalent to 
(*) -N;j,,“‘~“~‘y’(h)+~~L~,~“+‘B’(h)=N”,_;;f,a’(h) for all s, 
tEZ+, BEA,, YEA s-,, where cc-/?=y. 
Likewise, (iii) is equivalent to 
(**) f(h’) N;i,‘.+T;,-r- @‘(h’) N;j,;‘j+-’ = -P’(h’) N;~xf.~;m+~-r-f 
for all r, tEZ+, PEA,, YEA~~+~+~, where a-p=y,h’EH,. 
Note that we get (** ) by the change of variables in ( * ): 
--m -+ r, s + -m + s - r. So it remains to prove ( * ). The proof goes by a 
case by case investigation: 
Case 1. Assume k = 1. In this case, y’= c1’- /?’ and N;,;Y,+“- ’ = 
-NWj-l= -N”,$‘,, , . The result holds trivially. 
Case 2. Assume k = 2. 
If m is even, y’(h) = (a’- /Y)(h) and N:,;r”;“-‘= -Ni:ila, the result is 
clear. If m is odd and v(/?‘) = a’, then /3’(h) = 0 and 
NP,Y 
NP.Y+ 1 if y’ = u’ - p’ 
B,a-~/3= 
Aa- 
-NP.Y+ 1 
8,x-P 
if -f=@‘-/j 
for all p, q E Z; the result is also clear. 
So let us suppose m is odd, a’# v(B’), and y’ # v(y’). In this case, the 
result can be seen from the following calculation: 
No.0 = No.1 = Nl.0 = N’.’ 
B.Y Ar /A? 0-Y if a’ = p’ + y’, 
N;,;=N;.;= -N;,;= -N;;t, if ~1’ = v(/3’) + y’ 
N;;= -N;,;+j;= -N;; if CI’ = 8’ + v(y’), 
N;,+ -N”s.;,= -Nt;;=N;; if CI’ = v(p’) + v(y’). 
We leave the detail to the reader. 
Case 3. Assume k = 3, i.e., G = Di3). For this case, we write down the 
explicit multiplication table as follows: Let {g;, a;, o$, a& > be a simple root 
system of D, and let v be the automorphism satisfying v(E&) = n>, 
v(cL;)=c(;, V(CX;)=CI; and v(c~;)=cl~. Choose ~‘={cI&, cc;, ol;+~l&, cr’,+ 
a; + a;, cc’, + cr; + a; + a&, cr; + cc; + g; + 24). Let o be a primitive cube 
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root of unity. Up to a nonzero scalar multiple, the nontrivial structure 
constants are shown below: 
1 0 0 (N;;&=,= 0 0 w L 1 if B’=a;+cc~,r’=a;+cr;+a~. 0 a* 0 
One can check that (* ) holds for all h E H,, m = 0, 1, 2. 
So the existence of xP,, --J’ follows from 4.4 with (a), (b) being satisfied. 
The uniqueness is clear from 4.1. To complete the theorem, we apply 4.2 
and show N, X,(h) = 0 as follows: 
(i) e,X,(h) = 0 for all j= 1. . . . . n. For convenience, put ,0 = a, and- let 
P’E~’ such that fl= jj’lHO. First note that IZ~,-.L,, --) = 0 whenever r # s. 
Then e,X,Jh) = ep,d,#) = ea., te-,(h)+CYZi CIEdfe,-m+,x-,-.rl = 
-P’(h) ep,-,,, + C::i CaEdrN~:~mfSea+p. -m+.7~-,,-s + B’(h) eg.-m + 
CyZPi CcrEd,,zfBe,-,~+,(-NNOg:r_m8fSx-a+P.~s)=0 since the two double 
sums termwise cancel with each other. 
(ii) e,(K) X,(h)=0 for all 0~ t cm, ~‘EH,. This is because e,(h’) 
X,(h) = e,th’)(e~,(h)+C~~~~~,,,e,, -m+.~x--a-Jl =CT&p’LA,~‘(W 
em.-,+,+,x-., ~s+~~=:=r’CoBn,el,-m+rt-~‘t~‘)x~..-,+,)=O again by a 
term by term cancellation. 
(iii) e,,,(K) X,(h) =0 for all IZ’E H,. For this case, we have e,(K) 
X,(h) = e,(h’)Ie ..,,(h)+CT:i CaEdsea.-nl+sx-l,-,) = -@(kh’)~tmh~) 
+x:; ILEA, cc’@‘) ez,,x...,-.s = -B’tk A’) h&J + CYCi Cxed,y cW’) 
a’(h) = 0 by 3.2. This proves the theorem. 
Remark 4.5. X,(/I + h’) = X,(h) + X,(W) for all m EN, h, h’ E H._,. 
COROLLARY 4.6. dim Hom,(M( -p - SC), M( -p)) 2 d,, where d, = 
dim U(Zn N_)-,,, s= 1,2, . . . In particular, dim L( -p))P-rt <P’(q) 
VvEr, w/W-e n,.d.(~,a)fOtl-e~~a)~l=C,.rP’t~)e-~. 
Proof For the proof of the corollary, let the identification of M( -p) 
and U(N- ) allow iteration on Xm’s. First note that p(X,(h)) = h for all 
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mEN,hEH_,, and N+X,,,,(h’)...X,,(h’)=O for all m, ,..., m,EN, 
h’EH_,,,, i= 1, . . . . t since c(h;) = 0 for all i= 0, 1, . . . . n. Using 3.5, we 
see that dim Hom,(M( -p - s[), M( - p)) 3 dimension of the linear 
span of the set {X,,(h’)...X,,(h’)lC:=, mi=s, h’EH_,,, i= 1, . . . . t}> 
dim U(ln NP ) -sr = d,. The second assertion follows easily from this, using 
the fact chL(-p-s[)=ePs5chL(-p) for all s>O. 
Remark 4.7. Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.6 prevail for any Verma 
module M(2) with (I* + p)(h,) = 0 and (2, a) $ N for all CI E A. 
5. THE PROOF OF THE CONJECTURE 
In this section, we prove the conjecture ch L( -p) = ePp x 
I-I aGd,(a,r)f,, (1 -e--a)-dimGu for G= G’(k) by a study of the Jantzen 
filtration of M( -p). In the process, we are also able to determine the 
Jantzen filtration. Following [S], let A be the Shapovalov form on U(N-). 
For each q E r, we denote by A 1 the restriction of A to U(N- ) _ ‘I. Since it 
is known that det A, = nz= i nacd (h, + p(h,) - im(a, c())~(~‘-~‘), where 
roots are taken with their multiplicities and --p(h,) + p(h,) - $m(cl, ~1) = 
-$m(a, a) #O for all real roots ~1, it is conceivable that the Jantzen 
filtration of M( -p) measures the multiplicity of h, +p(h,). However, as 
the Jantzen filtration of M( -p) is constructed through the ring homomor- 
phism U(H) + C[t], hi+ 1 -+ t, i=O, 1, . . . . n, where C[t] is the polynomial 
ring on one indeterminate t, it is not so clear how one can justify this point 
in a direct manner. Our idea is to construct a “universal” filtration for 
a suitable G-module by means of divisibility by h, +p(h[), whose 
“localization” at -p gives the Jantzen filtration of M( -p). The argument 
goes through nicely in this way. 
Also, our proof is based on the fact that G (or in general, an arbitrary 
Kac-Moody Lie algebra) is essentially defined over rational numbers. 
A result like what we are establishing can be seen to be independent of 
base fields as long as the characteristic is zero. Thus we shall assume in 
this section that G is defined over Q. We shall see that somehow this is 
necessary for our argument. 
We first recall a theorem of Jantzen in [4]: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let D be a principal ideal commutative domain, p a prime 
element of D, and K= D/pD the residue class field of D. Let A4 be a finitely 
generated free D-module. Let ( , ) b e a bilinear D-valued form on M such 
that det( , ) # 0. For each n E N, let M(n) = (x E Ml(x, M) ep”D)) and let 
4: M -+ A4IpM be the canonical projection from A4 to the K-vector space 
M/p&t. Then each qS(M(n)) is a K-subspace of M/pM and v,(det 
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( > ))=cn>o dim,&M(n)), where v,(det( , )) is the multiplicity ofp in 
det ( , 1. 
To apply the above theorem, we let D = U(H,)[t] be the polynomial 
ring on one indeterminate t over the quotient field U(H,) of U(H,). Then 
D is a principal ideal domain and t is a prime element of D. The residue 
class field K= D/tD is isomorphic to U(H,). Let 6: U(H) --f U(H,)[t] be 
the ring isomorphism satisfying 6(h,) = t - p(h[) and 6 JH0= id. Let 
B, = N, + H. Then D is a B+-module via the actions N, . D=O and 
H.D=J(H) D. Let M= V(G) OuCB+) D be the induced module. Note that 
M is a (U(G), D)-bimodule. As a set, h4 = U(N- ) @ D. For q E r, put 
M, = U(N_ ) ‘7 0 D. Then 44, is a finitely generated free D-module (as a 
D-submodule of M) with a free basis given by any basis of U(N _ ))?, 
identified with U(K)-,@ 1. 
Now fix YJE~. A,,, naturally inducing a U(H) @ D-valued (D-bilinear) 
form on M,, followed by 60 id and the multiplication map, defines a 
D-bilinear form ( , )? on M,. Further, up to a nonzero scalar multiple in 
U(H,), det( , )q=rIn,~=, llatd (6(h,)+ p(h.)-~m(cr,a))P’~-m”*)#O. For 
each n E N, let M,(n) = (x E M, 1(x, M), E tnD) and let 4: M, -+ M,/M, t be 
the canonical projection. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Cn,O dim,++(M,(n))=C,“=, C,“=, P(v-msi).dimG,i. 
Proof: Simply apply 5.1 to the above setting and check that 
v,(det( , ),) = C,“=, Cp”=, P(v -msi) .dim G,<. 
LEMMA 5.3. dim,&M,) - dim,&M,( 1)) > P’(v). 
ProoJ: Let (x,, x2, . . . . } be a basis of (U(G+ n N-) U(G_ n N-))-,. 
Note that dim (U(G+ nN-) U(G- nN_))-,=P’(q). By identifying 
d(M,) with U(N-)-,O U(H,), let us assume &x,@a,~$(M,(l)), 
USE U(H,). It suffices to show that ai= 0 for all i. Without loss of 
generality, we assume a, E U(H,) for all i. 
Using a technique of Shapovalov [S], we find the highest term of 
det A 1 ((WC+ n N- I WC- n,N- I))- to be a nonzero scalar multiple of 
rIz=,rI ned.(a,x)#o h,P (rl -““?. In particular, it is not divisible by h, + p(h,). 
Now since we assume Cix,@ai~$(M,( l)), viewing ‘&x,@ai as an 
element in M,, (xi xj@aj, y), E tD for all YE M,. This implies that 
A,(C,x,a,, y) is divisible by h; + p(h;) for all YE (U(G+ n N J 
U(G_ n N-))-,. This is impossible unless 2, x;@a,=O, i.e., ai=0 Vi. So 
the lemma follows. 
We now prove the conjecture: 
THEOREM 5.4. For G=G”k’, ch L(-P)=~-~~,~~,(?.~)~~ (1 -ePu)- I. 
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ProoJ: By 4.6, we only need to show dim L( -p) -p ~ ~ B P’(q) Vq E IY 
To do this, we shall derive the Jantzen filtration (M( --p)i)iBO of M( -p) 
from the filtration (M,(i)),,, (VEX) and show that dim M( -P)‘~-~= 
dim&(M,(l)) for all q E r. Note that this proves the theorem since, for 
each VEX, dim L(-p))p_q=dim M(-p)_,~,-dimM(-p)‘,_,= 
dim,&M,) - dim,&M,(l)) 3 P’(q) by Lemma 5.3. 
Recall [S] the G-module M( -p) used in the construction of the Jantzen 
filtration of M( -p). As a set, M( -p) = U(N_)@ C[t]. Let C(t) denote 
the field of rational functions in t. Let b,, . . . . 6, be algebraically inde- 
pendent over Q and let T: D + C(t) be the ring homomorphism satisfying 
T(hi+ l)=b,t, i= 1, . . . . n and Tlcrr,= id (this is well-defined and shows 
the advantage of base field Q). Clearly T induces a linear mapping, denoted 
also by T, from M to M( -p) OcC,, C(t) which can be seen to be a 
G-module homomorphism by giving the latter the obvious G-module 
structure. As a set, M( -p)Occ,, C(t)= U(N-)OC(t). Note that M(-p) 
can be naturally identified as a G-submodule of M( -p)Occrl C(t). Let A 
be the C[t]-valued form on M( -p) and, for q E f, let J4 be the restriction 
of 2 to M(-p)),= U(N. )L@C[t]. 
Now, for a fixed q E f, consider the set 9+? consisting of the ordered 
D-basis B = {X, , . . . . XPcrl,} of M, satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) For each i= 0, 1, . . . . let ki= dim d(M,(i)). Then XP(Vj--k,+ r, . . . . 
XPcaj E M,(i), and {d(XPcaj-k,+ 1), . . . . 4(X,,,,)} forms a K-basis of &M,(i)). 
(ii) T(X,)E M( -p) for all i= 1, . . . . P(q). 
For each B = {A’,, X,, . . . . } E 99, let Vs be the C-vector space having B as 
a basis. In Vs, let 8, be the collection of ordered C-bases of VB of the form 
{C~~~~a,,Xila,,#O, k= l,..., P(q)}. Now consider 99’=lJBt9 VP 
Clearly 98” #d and we may choose such a C-basis in g’, say 
B = {X1, . . . . XP(rlj}, with the property that u,(det A,( T(X,), T(X,)) Q 
v,(det A,(T(q), T(q)) for all bases B’= {X;, . . . . Xpcv,} in 9Y. Let 
7~: M( -p) -+ M( -p) be the specialization given by t + 0. Let (M( -P)~)<~~ 
be the Jantzen filtration of M( -p), i.e., M( -p)‘= n(M( -P))~, where 
M(--p)‘={x~M(-p)lA(x,M(-p))~t’C[t]}, i=O, I,.... Claim: 
(a) x(T(X,))EM(--p)‘if i>P(q)-k,. 
(b) {z(T(X,)) 1 i= 1, . . . . P(q)} is C-linearly independent. 
To prove (a), first note that T((x, y),) = A,( T(x), T(y)) for all x, y E M, 
such that T(x), T(y) E M( -p). If i> P(q) - k,, (Xi, M,), E tjD a A(T(X,), 
M( -p)) E t’C[t] since T(X,) E M( -p). This implies that T(X,) E M( -p)’ 
and hence n(T(X,))eM(-p)j. 
To prove (b), extend T C-linearly to MO C and view each VB, BE W, as 
a subspace of MO C. Suppose CpL”/ a,x(T(X,)) = 0, where U,E CVi. If 
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possible, let a,, be the first nonzero coefficient. Then CpLqi’ T(u,X;)E 
tM( -p). Consider the D-basis B’ = {Xi, . . . . x’,,,,}, where Xi. = X, if i # i, 
and Xi0 = (hi + 1))’ CpL”/ a,X,. Clearly B’ E 93’. But u,(det Ao( T(X:), T(Xi)) 
= u,(det A,( r(X,), T(X,)) - 2 which is impossible by our choice of B. 
Therefore Cr$‘/ aiX, =0 and our claim follows. In particular, 
dimM(-p)‘-,+,>kjfor allj. 
Now since c,>, dim M( -P)<,,~~ = v,(b(det A,)) = v,(det( , ),) = 
cja I dim&M,(j)), we get dim M( -p)‘_, _ ‘1 = dim&M,(j)) for all j. As 
we pointed out earlier, this proves the theorem. 
Remark 5.5. For G = Gttk’ and 1~ H* satisfying (3. + p)(hr) = 0 and 
(j.,a)$Nfor all C1~d,chL(~)=e~n,.,,,,,.,., (l-e-“)-‘. 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let G = Gltk’. 
(a) CM(-p): L(-p-q)]=dimHom,(M(-p-r]),M(-p))VqET. 
(b) Let (WA)iL30 be the Jantzen fiftrution of M(A). Then 
M(l)‘=Cm ,.,.., rn,s~.hJt~m,n, (i(G)X,,(h’)...X,,(h’). 
Proox (a) is clear from 4.6 and 5.4. (b) follows easily from (a) using the 
nondegenerate form on each M(,J)i/M(l)i+ ‘, i= 0, 1. . . . . 
6. THE GENERAL CASE 
For a symmetrizable Kac-Moody Lie algebra G, let d be the collection 
of subalgebras E of G satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) E is generated by a subset (e,,, . . . . e,7, hi,, . . . . hir,f,,, . . . . fix} of the 
set of the canonical generators of G. 
(ii) E is a Euclidean Lie algebra. 
Let E,, . . . . E, be an enumeration of elements in &. For each id k, let [, 
be the smallest positive imaginary root of E,. Note that each ii can be 
naturally viewed as a positive root of G. Let W be the Weyl group of G. 
The following proposition is a direct consequence of Kac and Kazhdan’s 
criterion for irreducible subquotients of Verma modules [S]: 
PROPOSITION 6.1. M( -p) is irreducible iff & = 4. 
Proof: Using Kac and Kazhdan’s criterion, M( -p) is irreducible iff G 
has no isotropic roots. Now since any isotropic positive root of G is 
W-conjugate to a positive isotropic root CI satisfying cc(hi) <O for all 
i = 1, . . . . n, and such a root CI is easily seen to be a multiple of ii for some 
i < k, the result follows. 
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We now prove the following lemma which refines Kac and Kazhdan’s 
criterion for the case of M( -p): 
LEMMA 6.2. L( -p - r]) is an irreducible subquotient of M( -p) if and 
only ifq~ WSZ, where sZ= {CkCl mi[iImiEZ+, i= 1, . . . . k, and (ii, c,)#O 
implies m,m, = 01. Here ( , ) is an invariant form of G satisfying (a, a) > 0 
for all real roots of G. 
Proof: First let q E WQ. Clearly L( -p - q) is an irreducible sub- 
quotient of M( -p) by Kac and Kazhdan’s criterion and the definition of 
Q. To prove the other implication, let L( -p - q) be an irreducible 
subquotient of M( -p) where q E ZY By Kac and Kazhdan’s criterion, there 
exist positive roots J?,, . . . . /3, and positive integers k,, . . . . k, such that 
q = Cy!, k,fii and (-Cl:: kipi, pi) = +kj(/lj, j3,) for all j= 1, 2, . . . . m - 1. 
There is nothing to show if m = 1 since, in this case, /I, is isotropic and 
hence PI = wJi for some w E W, id k. The proof goes on by an induction 
on m. 
Suppose m > 1. Let ‘I’ =zyZYI’ k,Pi. Since clearly L( -p - v’) is an 
irreducible subquotient of M( -p), by induction, we may assume ‘1’ = wi 
where w E W, [ E a. If pm is real, the result is clear since r] = q’ + k,p, = 
sD,q’ = sow w[ E WQ, where sDm is the reflection in W corresponding to /3,. 
So let j?, be imaginary. Then w-‘/3,,, is a positive imaginary root and 
fi.3: 
-‘p )=(wi /3 )=(q’ B )=-ik,JB fi )>O since (P,,B,)<O. 
[E~SZ=F-((~~)~O fo; “all i=l,...,~‘~i’t,w-‘p,)~O=>(p,,,p,,,)= 
(i, w -lBm) =O. This means that ([, a,) = 0 for all aj,< w-lam. Since 
(w-‘A??, w -‘8m)=uLPm)=o~ w -‘pm = w’ti, for some tE N, j6 k, 
w’ E W’, where w’ is the subgroup of W generated by {s,+ ( aid w- ‘a,}. 
Clearly [, < w’tij = w ~ ‘pm. Hence (c, ii) = 0 by the earlier observation that 
(c,ai)=O for all ai<w~‘flm. In particular, i + k, t[,E Sz. But now since 
([, ai) = 0 for all ai < w’cj, w”[ = c for all w” E IV’, and hence w’[ = [. 
Therefore q = q’ + k,/l, = w[ + k, ww’tc, = ww’([ + k, t{,) E Wl2. This 
proves the lemma. 
Based on Lemma 6.2, it is not hard to see that, in general, 
chL(-p)# n (l-eP”)di”G=chM(-p) 
EEA (a,a)=O 
=e --p fl (I-,-a)-dimGo. 
led 
(rr.cr)#O 
Roughly speaking, ch L( -p) is a sum of those ch M( -p - q)‘s satisfying 
[M(-p):L(-p-q)]#O. But n,..,,or,~*,=o(l-e-‘)dimG,chM(-p) 
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often contains nonzero terms of different nature. Finally, we wish to state 
the following modified version of the conjecture: For a symmetrizable 
Kac-Moody Lie algebra G, ch I.( - p) = C,, E Rua ch M( - p - q) where s2 is 
defined as in 6.2 and n,E,,,,,.,=, (1 -e-cl)dimG1=C~Era~e-q. 
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